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Clay Nash: [00:00:06] Well, Good evening, everyone. It's 9 p.m. Eastern Time and we're on our
Tuesday night call. As you know, we're pressing into these House races tonight. We're going to
be focused on the House races in Michigan, New York, Texas and Alabama. And I know that
you're raring to go. Been hearing from some of you today. I appreciate the emails and the
messages sent to us. We're pushing. Remember tomorrow at 222 Eastern Time We'll be back
on this call. And we've got a lot going on in the nation. The Supreme Court is letting out a few of
their decisions. And there's some good things taking place. We're still waiting on that big one out
of the state of Mississippi, which will affect Roe versus Wade. And we're just pressing in. There
was a shift yesterday in the spirit realm. Lots of words that I've seen and read. But on Friday
morning I woke up and I heard the Lord say "Monday will bring about the win, W-I-N, in the war.
And so, you know, wars have to be fought; spiritual warfare. The word also went on. It's on our
website. Let's talk about the intensity of the warfare that is ahead. And so we're going to get
started tonight. We appreciate everyone, as always, being on these calls. And so important, the
hosts making time to get on here and to make declarations and decrees. But we appreciate
everyone. You know, we're running a lot of people on the call and we appreciate you adding
your power of agreement, which is a very powerful thing of the kingdom. But also your
declarations and your decrees there are very, very significant. All right. We're going to call on
Tom down here in Texas. Tom, would you open us in prayer and then whatever God put in your
heart, just release it.
Tom Schlueter: [00:02:17] Amen Clay. It'll be my honor to. It is always good when I do have
the opportunity to get on the calls. I've been doing a teaching on Tuesday nights for a mission
course with a friend of mine, and tonight seeing especially that Texas is going to be a part of the
call I just said, I've got to be here. So, it's good to be on it. And so, Lord, we present before you
our lives, our hearts, our spirits. That you would release what needs to be released. Let our
eyes and our ears and our hearts be open to see, hear and perceive what has been decreed by

you, our Lord, and our King, so that we can decree that into the atmosphere. That we can bring
about, dear Lord, through your strength the shift that indeed is taking place in this hour across
our nation. Dear Lord, watch over us tonight. Many of us have already seen-- maybe she'll even
report on that, Jacquie Tyres word that the Lord gave her this weekend. So we want to be
careful, dear Lord, that we are indeed watching our words and that we are clearly stating what
we are hearing you release so that the shift that needs to take place is taking place and will
indeed take place will happen. We bless every person on the call. We bless the hosts that will
be presenting the decrees. And we thank you, Lord, for this powerful opportunity to manifest
your kingdom and will in Jesus name, amen. Clay, I want to just agree with you. There was a
magnificent shift that has been taking place that I noticed yesterday as well. Obviously, we had
a tremendous gathering down south of Houston over the weekend with Greg Hood and
Kingdom University. We had some tremendous revelations, tremendous decrees that were
made. I was really kind of hoping, I don't know if he's going to be able to. It would have been
nice to have Tim Sheets on tonight just to kind of bring before us again, because there was
obviously something that took place on Saturday morning when we as state leaders made
decrees and we knew that angels were waiting for us; government angels, to carry those
decrees where they needed to go. And I know for certain that many of those decrees went out
to deal with the issues of the election in this midterm with the different runoffs that are taking
place, with the primaries that are taking place, with those things which need to be laid out in this
hour, which will bring us into a righteous representation of government for the coming year. So
we thank the Lord that these decrees have been made. Coming back, coming from Texas,
we've looked over the atmosphere of Texas. A lot of people always say, "well, as Texas goes, so
goes the nation." And therefore, there has been a tremendous effort to change the state from
red to purple and then into blue. I do not believe in any way or fashion that that's going to
happen this election season. We have tremendous candidates that are running. We have a real
shifting that is taking place along the border. Many of the Hispanic voters who have traditionally
been Democrat in their voting, we are seeing a dramatic shift. We are seeing many of those
counties moving from red--I mean, from blue into red. And it is mainly because the people there
who live there are beginning to understand that what is happening along the border is not for
their good. It is not benefiting their lives, their businesses, their families, their ranches, whatever
else is down there on the border. So there is a tremendous shift. and I want to speak specifically
into that. Lord, I am decreeing tonight that there will be a tremendous shift taking place along
the border of Texas. That Lord, there will be a manifested strength of bringing about a transition
to strong conservative values. The Hispanic people, dear Lord, we've created, have a

tremendous, tremendous respect for life and for family and for traditional values. But, dear Lord,
they were sold lies. But we are saying tonight that the lies, that spirit of lying, is broken off of
them and that their eyes, their ears and everything about them is open to what now really needs
to take place in the land. And that is to protect life, to protect the family, to protect their
businesses, to protect the land itself from the invasion of people that are coming in to destroy.
Lord, we know that there are many people coming across that need to come across. They need
asylum. They need the protection of the United States. But many, dear Lord, more than many,
are coming across with their guns, with their drugs, with all of their strong purposes of doing
nothing but destroying the land, whether it be Texas and or the nation. So, Lord, we decree into
this. I decree specifically into the border and not just along Mexico, but even the border along
the Gulf Coast, which will include the Galveston area, the Houston area. And all along that area
that even Chuck Pierce has proclaimed is going to be protected by a great glow, a dome of
glory. We decree that dome is being put into place and that God, your glory is going to be
manifested during this election season. And we will see a shift. We will see the shift that is
needed in order to bring life and hope and strong families back into the centerpiece of Texas
and of the United States, in Jesus' precious name. Amen.
Clay Nash: [00:09:00] Amen Tom, appreciate that. You know, we were able to step in on
Saturday, you know after Chuck had released what he had and Dutch released what he had and
the Hamons released what they had. And you did...others, with that. But we stepped into a
place on Saturday morning; the Ekklesia did...um...you know I've been at this a while. But I don't
know that I've ever been in any of the appeal to heaven or other meetings that we did around
the notion that was ever stronger. Might have been in one or two that was as strong, but it was a
very, very powerful time and very key to what God is doing. So we, we, we're just thankful that
things-- the Ekklesia is maturing, the Ekklesia is being added to. You know, one of the things in
the prophetic word that was released there Friday morning or I guess it was. Or was it Saturday
Morning? But Anyway, was that God was about to add to his army. That excited me. So, Father,
We just release a clarion call Out across this nation. Father, even, I talked to so many in the last
two weeks that have not even heard of this call or other calls that are taking place in the nation.
But we release-- Father, I just sound the trumpet of the Lord, and I say that there is an
awakening at hand. And Father, you said there was going to be a vibration that would cause
those that were asleep to be awakened to a new level. So Father, we just call in from the north,
the south, east and the west, Those that have a heart to be part of your army. We thank you for
the Angel Army. But, Father, we also thank you for your people of Zion that have the highways

to Zion written in their heart, according to Psalms 84. So father, we call them in to this battle and
we declare that the cry That's coming from their heart is the cry that the Lord Jesus released; it
is finished. And We war from the victory of covenant. We war, not for your promises, Father, but
from your promises. And we just declare the army is increasing, the army is maturing, and we
thank your father that we might even be, at times like Gideon; exhausted, but still in pursuit of
righteousness. So let this release out over your people. Do it, father, in Yeshua's name. Amen.
Pat, What's in your heart?
Pat McManus: [00:12:08] Thank you, Clay, for the opportunity–
Tom Schlueter: [00:12:08] Pat, before you speak, let me-- can I confirm what Clay was saying
real quick, Pat. Just, there was something that happened. You know, it was called a
conference, but there was obviously a shift where it moved in to be in a Congress. There was a
manifested legislative experience that started developing even beginning on Friday, but then
moved into Saturday. And I just I believe that as you were praying, the army rising up, we're
going to see more and more of that Clay, that people are going to understand that we truly are
sons and daughters of the most high God, and that our job is to legislate what God is legislating
from heaven on earth. And so, I just agree, it was such a powerful gathering of legislating from
the kingdom into the earth. Amen.
Clay Nash: [00:13:05] Amen. Thank you, Tom. I agree. You know, the word that kept coming to
me down there in Houston was a congressional assembly. And I believe we're going to see
many, many more congressional assemblies take place around the nation. You know, it's so
wonderful when you see the power of how God knit the words. You know, what Tim released.
And then the Hamons got up and it was like putting a glove on the hand and it was just meshed
together. And I want to step back into this, Tom. You stirred me up. Pat, we're going to give you
your time But, you know, Jesus came along and found a couple of guys that had been fishing
and it said they were cas-- you know, it spoke about casting their net. And then he came along
and he found some others and they were mending. And that word they're mending is the word
Katartizo. It speaks about alignment. And I want to tell you, I prophesied here a while back to
the nation. I said, this nation needs to know: The nets are mended and the day of casting is at
hand. And this warfare we're doing is further mending and strengthening the net of Holy Spirit.
We're about to--NO. we are seeing a move of God and it will become stronger. There are four
winds coming from the four corners of the earth, and they're going to release. Susan and I were

down in Gulfport, Mississippi, Sunday morning after being there in Houston. Hadn’t been into
our relational church there in a while. But they had the clearest sound there. They've always had
a great sound cause that Gulfport area is known as the Sound Gate into the nation. But the
sound was so much clearer in worship there. And there was a tightness in the spirit. They have
advanced greatly there in that house. But that's happening everywhere. So I just want to add
that in and encourage those of you out there. God is pouring out His spirit upon all flesh. The
prophetic is becoming stronger. The true, authentic apostolic movement, apostles and prophets
and evangelists, shepherds and teachers; we're being knitted together to work together to
complement each other. And our diversity is the strength of Yahweh. All right, Pat, what's in your
heart?
Pat McManus: [00:15:43] Powerful Clay. Just the words coming from what you've shared and
what Tom has shared is truly powerful. Thank you for the opportunity. And I'm just going to pray
it this way. I'll start out with Alabama, but I'm going to use their motto and pray this way and
speak into the congressional people that are running for office. It says: we dare defend our
rights. So, Father, that the Constitution lays the foundation, and father, we declare into Alabama
that you stand on the promise of dare to defend the rights, the foundational expression of the
foundation of what our nation was built on, that Alabama will lead the course and lead the way
of defending the rights of the believers, defending the rights of the of the Ekklesia upon our land,
defending the rights of the foundational constitutional expression of the heart of the father, and
defend the rights of the covenant promise of what was declared upon our land. We say to the
elections in Alabama, you will defend the rights of the foundation of our nation. And there will be
the fulfillment of your word, father, come to pass as those that are willing to stand for the
foundational expression of your truth, to see the purposes of God prevail on our land. and
Father, we declare into Michigan that the present Peninsula, Father, that's truly something to
seek, father, We declare that there is a seeking to see the truth of your word established in
Michigan as those that are running for office to reset the order of the House and cause a glory to
be manifest upon the land. Father, you're removing the hindrance, the hindrances from those
that are running and being able to establish on the foundation of expression of your truth. And
father, You are revealing on the expression of your glory. So, Father, we thank you that you are
accelerating a foundational expression upon our land as Alabama and Michigan defend the
rights and being able to seek your glory in Texas, the foundational expression of friendship,
father that Texas, the friend of God to be able to establish the purposes of God upon our land.
So, Father, we thank you for the Friend of God that will defend the rights and be able to see

Your glory upon our land. So, Father, we rest in and trust in the promises of what you've
declared and those that are running for political office to represent the heart of the father. Father,
we declare, let the boldness, let the confidence and let the strength prevail as they stand on the
purposes of what you release within their hearts. We give you a praise, Father, for what you're
about to do, in Jesus name. Amen. And Amen.
Clay Nash: [00:18:35] Amen. Thank you, Pat. Uh, Jane or Tom? I don't know who's on, but
whichever Hamon is on, go for it.
Jane Hamon: [00:18:45] *laughing* You've got Jane tonight? It was such an honor and
privilege to be with everybody in Texas. It was an amazing time. The time that we were able to
be there with you all and to feel the synergy that actually was taking place as the different
prophetic words were coming forth and joining together like a hammer that breaks the rock into
pieces. And so, as I was praying about the call tonight, I kept thinking about the phrase "Take
back the house. Take back the house." And in Matthew, chapter 12, verse 29, it declares, "How
can one enter into a strong man's house and spoil his good, except he first bind the strong man,
and then he will spoil his house." And as I was praying about New York, the Lord just said, "it's
time to bind the strong man over New York that has been calling the shots, that has the state
locked up." This was the state of the second great awakening. This was the state of Charles
Phinney and Jeremie Lanphier and the noontime prayer meeting. So, Father, we cry out right
now for the eyes of the people of New York to be opened. Lord in regards to this congressional
election, this Congressional primary in June 28, Father, We just decree right now, Father God,
the people's eyes are going to be opened. And the blindfolds that have been over their eyes and
over their understanding would be loosed so that an awakening can come. We decree, Father,
that the spirit of deception that comes over the residents of this state and begins to fear their
conscience. We decree that deception is being broken and eyes are being enlightened. And
even as I use this word enlightened, I think of Ephesians 1 that says "what the spirit of wisdom
and revelation be given to them. The eyes of their understanding being enlightened." And this
word "Enlightened" literally means-- its a Greek word that means "to bring things to light." And
so, Father, I decree into New York State, Father God, that you are going to bring things to light
and that that which is done in darkness is going to be brought to the light. Father, we decree
that New York does not belong to the enemy. It does not belong to the enemy's camp. But,
Father God, this is a land that has a sea bed of awakening. And so tonight, Father, we redig the
wells of awakening. We decree, Father, that every time a door that got opened in the state.,

Father God, that causes people to think differently. The trauma door that got opened on 911 of
2001. Tonight, we close the trauma door and we bring people's thinking back into order. We
bring people's processing back into order, and we command the spirit of deception that has sat
over that state, that has resisted awakening and has resisted the revival. We command right
now, Father, that you would, that you would ,that we would bind the strong man, Lord, so that
we could spoil His goods. Lord, so much in New York State, Father, God belongs to you. And
so, Father, we just lay hold of legacy. We lay hold of heritage, and we decree the strong man
over this state is coming down and we are going to spoil his house as we take back the house in
the name of Jesus. And then I pray for Michigan. Father, I pray for the primary in Michigan, the
congressional primary on August the second. And as I prayed for the state of Michigan, I felt the
Lord said, we must bind the Prince of Persia over this state. The Prince of Persia is an ancient
spirit. We know it from the days of Daniel, but the Prince of Persia spirit showed up always
through Scripture. It was the spirit behind Hamman in the days of Ester. It was the spirit behind
Sanballat and Tobias in the days of Nehemiah. It was the spirit behind those that put Daniel in
the lion's den. Always resisting reformation, always resisting the righteous, locking up the
wealth, manipulating governmental processes. And so, Father, right now we take authority over
the Prince of Persia, over the state of Michigan, and we decree Father that warriors are arising,
that intercessors are arising, and poll watchers are arising in Michigan even for the primaries,
Lord, because this corruption and things that are taking place in secret already in regards to the
primaries. And so we pray, Father, that poll watchers will arise, that warriors will arise, that
watchmen will arrive, and that every spirit of the Prince of Persia, every spirit of robbery that has
been over this state, that has tried to rob the destiny out of this state, that has tried to rob the
wealth from this state, that has tried to rob the governmental authority by twisting and perverting
and resisting righteous reformation. We decree right now that that Prince of Persia delusion, that
Prince of Persia that's been rooted in even Middle Eastern thought, and even where the Ishtar
Gate got brought to Detroit all those years ago, that satanic gate. We decree right now that the
gate that has been open to the prince of Persia over Michigan is closed now. And we take back
all that has been stolen. We take back all that the enemy has robbed. We pray, Father, that you
would bring exposure to the works that have been done in secret. And God, that you would
bring it to light as well. Father, We decree that over the state of Michigan. Father God, that there
is a freedom coming and that there is righteousness that is arising in that state, in the mighty
name of Jesus. Father, we pray for the State of Alabama. God, we decree Father God that
even as Alabama has made some strong stance in regards to justice and even Alabama's
judiciary. Now, Lord, we just pray Father God for those members that are going to be sent to

Washington to represent the Congress. Father, we just decree right now, God. Lord, that you're
going to allow righteous men and women to be put into place. We decree, Father God, that the
works of wickedness, father, are being exposed and that Alabama will carry that reformation
anointing, that reformers anointing God, just like we saw it on the Alabama Supreme Court God,
just like we saw some things that came out of Alabama. Father We decree that they are going to
be marked by a reformer anointing, God. Those that are going to Congress in Alabama are
going to have that anointing of reformation. And I feel like the Lord says you can either have one
that's marked by rebellion or you can have one that's marked by reformation. And Father, so we
align right now God with the race that's in Alabama, and we decree God that you will put
reformers from the state of Alabama in Washington, DC to take back the House. Lord, the way
that you are decreeing in the name of Jesus. And Lord, we declare over the State of Texas ,
Lord. A prophetic state, a state of warriors, a state of contending, a state, father, that is willing to
engage, and a state that is willing to turn the Biabel at the gate. Lord, we decree strength right
now, Father, for the Ekklesia in Texas. We decree strength, Lord, for those that are rising to a
place of political positioning. God, we just decree strength to the righteous that regardless of
what the enemy tries to slander or what the enemy tries to bring against them, we decree the
righteous will stand. We decree the righteous will not be taken out. We decree no weapon
formed against them will prosper and every slanderous word will fall to the ground. Every word
that rises up against us in judgment, that rises up against the righteous in judgment, we
condemn the lying word. We condemn manipulative words. We condemn even the things that
are being repeated in the media that are not true. Lord, we thank you, Father God, for people's
eyes to see and for people's ears to hear only the truth. Father, we believe that Texas is, Father,
marked by your hand. God, Texas is, Father, a state that is going to contend for righteousness,
that is going to contend for foundational righteousness in the land, in the nation, father. So we
stand right now, God, and we decree right now, Father, that no weapon formed against them will
prosper in Jesus name.
Clay Nash: [00:27:25] All right! Strong there. And I just declare over Michigan. I declare that
those 39 laws that were passed that would ensure election security but all vetoed by the
governor, I declare that this deadlock of evil versus good is going to turn around and I declare
that good is going to shine forth, stand out and bring about change there in the state of
Michigan. I also declare that--we declare forgiveness and insight of what the lieutenant governor
did back in 2021 when he welcomed the World Economic Forum there. We declare that Detroit,
which is known as the Motor City, is getting an overhaul. We declare that you are going in and

you're going to, Father. put pistons in there that's going to produce dunamis, Holy Spirit working.
We declare that Detroit is going to once again run like a well oiled engine for the kingdom. We
bind up the work of darkness that is working in the state of Michigan to cause all of this to bring
harm to the nation. We thank you, Father, that the left, those that are for pro-death, those that
are anti-Christ, those that are on the wrong page, not a Kingdom page, we declare they are in
trouble. We declare that they have been given enough rope to hang their selves and they're
coming to that time. Father, I heard you say the gallows are being finished. They're being
completed. So, Father, you said January the 20th, 2021, you were going to give them enough
rope to hang themselves. We trust you. And we war from that promise and we war from the
victory of our relational covenant with you. And we do so in Yeshua's name, Amen. Timothy,
what's in your heart?
Tm Carscadden: [00:29:44] Thank you, Clay. And to all those on the call tonight, thank you for
being faithful to stand with us and agree with us. Before I came on tonight, I just felt a major
shift, especially with Clay's words from last Friday, and I sent him a note today. Everybody
needs to listen to Chris Reed's word as well. I think it's no mistake that Clay and him got the
same-- well, similar words about the shift that day. So I really feel like we're in a major shift. And
I felt Monday was that shift. And I received these words before I came on tonight and I wrote
them down before anybody spoke. So there'll be some confirming words. But over Alabama, this
is what I heard. The Lord said the tide is rising as another major shift is coming to you, and it will
come from South Alabama and it will roar and it will begin to bring a wave that will be heard all
the way to Birmingham. Your influence will move on both of your east and west borders. The
Lord said you will influence and you will have an effect both on Georgia and Mississippi. I heard
this word also: judicial will be your mark on this election, as you will rule in the judicial arena. So
we make those decrees over Alabama tonight. For Michigan, I heard this: you will rebound this
year from the past disappointments. Your election will shake the status quo as the unknowns will
arise to a place of becoming strong policy makers. You will balance out truth and justice, and
you will make a comeback for your voice and for you in the nation. Again, we make that decree
that Michigan does rebound this year and come back to its prophetic call. for New York I heard
this: The enemy that has felt safe and hidden in your borders will be shaken this year. Exposure
is coming as many will see what is under your skirt. And they will cry out for change. Then I
heard this: the people will say this in the spirit, they will say "enough is enough" and heaven will
agree. So, we decree that over New York, that there will be an agreement with heaven in the
hearts of the people to see a major shift in New York. And for Texas, I heard this: defend,

defend, defend. The Lord says defend your foundation as the enemy has tried to bring a great
fog over the minds and the hearts of the people. The Lord would say that intercessors will be
the difference in the election as they release the glory to change the hearts of men. And I heard
this clearly: There will be a Mars Hill sermon experience all across Texas that will turn the least
likely who would have not stood for one side or the other, but they will stand for truth in this
coming election. So Lord, we decree that over Texas right now in the name of Jesus. And I
really feel like there's another thing that we've got to pray for. I saw in New York there was a
court ruling and actually, in a good sense for redistricting, the enemy is really trying to redefine
boundaries and mark their own boundaries. And, you know, the word says, you know, woe unto
anybody who moves boundaries. And I just want to decree over all these states and that God's
boundaries would be held fast and that there would be true justice in all these makeups of these
districts in Alabama, Michigan, New York and Texas. But we thank you for that movement in
New York of fairness and justice that is coming right now. Father, we thank you for that in the
name of Jesus, we thank you tonight. Amen. Amen.
Clay Nash: [00:33:51] Alright. Thank you, Timothy, for that. Strong. You know, I mention this
quite often, but there was a prophetic word, I think, that about a year ago spoke over Texas. And
it's Close to this. it said, you know, it's been said, man has been said, don't mess with Texas.
But Texas was about to mess with the nation. And I just heard as Timothy was making those
declarations that Austin was not going to remain the thermostat in the state. That God was
going to have the ability to set the climate for Texas to another place. Didn't tell me where he
was shifting it, but I heard him say, "Austin will not remain the thermostat in that state." So, it's
going to be shifted over at this time. All right, brother Jim Hodges, you're on with us. I'm going to
call on you now.
Jim Hodges: [00:34:57] Thank you, Clay. These states in focus tonight, I love the way you're
leading us in these Clay, so we can really hone in on those there. We're covering all of them, of
course. And I'm taking everything that's been said tonight and nicely, if I may say it, kind of fitted
into what was stirring in me was not so much the awesome kingdom analysis that many have
given on the call. But I'm back, to use old fashioned phrases, redigging wells, and I guess I'll be
there. So, yall Pray for me real hard. The Lord shifts me quickly. But on Alabama and all these
states like Michigan, New York and Texas, we could go back and focus and believe for a release
again in our day, because all the transformation we're talking about impacting culture, all the
seven mountains, etc., etc., etc. that all begins from the throne but flows through the Ekklesia.

So what can we draw from tonight in Alabama? Well, we know John Kilpatrick is in Mobile,
Alabama. And even though he was across the border in Pensacola, Florida when the great
Brownsville Assembly revival broke out, yet that heritage there and that well is true revival.
Steve Hill, a Texan evangelist, right? Who knew a little bit through a mutual friend, but the true
revival is there. And so Alabamans and of course, Ken Malone is one we know. You know, he's
awesome. Lives in Florida. He's in Alabama. But we're just drawing on the wells true revival
because the Pensacola move which some of us were there and stood in line to get in. Some
{inaudible} didn't have to stand in line as long as some others. But at least we stood a while to
get in. We know that was a genuine, authentic, powerful New Testament revival. So let's draw
on that well for Alabama. Now for Michigan, I love the way that was addressed by, you know,
Jane concerning that spirit of Persia. And that's the warfare in the heaviness, of course, over
that region. And there's so many in the car industry that's coming from the Muslim world. But
what is the well we dig in Michigan? The latter rain revival movement. Because {inaudible} or I'm
James Beal and a young lady known as Barbara Yoder. Come on. Who's like a spiritual
daughter to Mom Beal, carries that lighter rain anointing, which of course released not just
powerful understanding, the prophetic presbytery and for the latter rain being greater than the
former rain. And so let's tap into that, as it were, in the spirit for release in {inaudible}. It will-- the
rain falling so powerfully from heaven that the foundation of the gates cant stand it and are
washed away by the current and the flood of that rain. And then New York, as Jane also referred
to that about sending the second great awakening in our nation that led to the abolition of
slavery. We sometimes need to go back and know that in that move there were many, many
businesses across the Metropolitan and New York, across all the boroughs, where they actually
fasted lunch and went to prayer meetings. I'm not a historian, but I'm just saying to you this
second great awakening that we referred to, of course, because we're all believing for the third
great awakening in our nation right? And we're not looking for World War Three. We're looking
for the third Great Awakening... Hello? But right now, as we say, this awakening that happened
then, of course, along with the first one, will have impetus and anointing flowing into the third
one. And of course, Texas, we've heard a lot about Texas and that's where we've lived since
1974. And I love what Clay said, "Don't mess with Texas. Texas may mess with you." Well, that's
a paraphrase. But what amazed me about Texas and I was here a while before I even learned
as being a Professor at Christ the Nations Institute way back in the seventies and the Jesus
movement in the early eighties and all of that. But I was contacted about a year ago by a Baylor
professor.Baylor is, of course, a Baptist school. But this professor-- I've read Rodney Stark, by
the way, who's awesome. And he's a Baptist. And this guy, I can put his name up tonight and

he's well known, but he was a methodist, spirit-filled brother on the faculty of the School of
Theology at Baylor. And we met for lunch. I said, " brother how did a Methodist get into a Baptist
school?" So we laughed about that. But why he came to see me. I was not the only one to see.
He saw many , because my connections said, if I could give him some history, perhaps. He was
doing a research paper on the contribution of the state of Texas to the move of God. And of
course, we all know a history. Brother Seymour left Houston. Right? Some, you can say, he
didn't leave under the best circumstances, but we believe God sent him,come on, to Azusa
Street and the rest is history. And so Texas is {inaudible} is an apostolic prophetic state. I know,
Jane, prayed about Texas {inaudible} state. We believe that. Dutch and Chuck had there when
they did a 50 state tour years ago. Very apostolic, very prophetic and teamed up together. And,
of course, Tom, as we know, leads the Texas Apostolic Prayer Network. So these are all states
one {inaudible}. We declare that their history is passing a heritage that will impact our present
and transform our future, in the name of Jesus. That the reign of the spirit, the story of revival
fires, the second great awakening {inaudible} that is going beyond the walls of the church as an
organism into a society and the culture. And then, of course, that momentum set forth from
Texas concerning the apostolic advancement, the prophetic announcements of the Kingdom of
God's arrival in our state and in our nation. And because of all these proper moves then, we're
now drawing upon them {inaudible} revitalized in our day that is eternal, is beyond time and he
can bring these moves together as one corporate compilation. And so, therefore, we say again
tonight, America shall be saved, in Yeshua's name. Amen.
Clay Nash: [00:41:56] Amen. Thank you, brother, Jim. and I just declare into New York, father,
let there be a Holy. Spirit seismic shaking, even as the prophetic word came forth there in Texas
about a vibration that was going to awaken people. Father, we just declare that that spiritual
fracking is going to release the oil of Holy Spirit there in New York. Father, we're not willing.
We're calling 50 states to come together. We're declaring this nation as a nation of jubilee. We
declare its a nation of Pentecost. And we're calling. And so New York, we serve you notice
there is an awakening in your midst. People are being shaken and shaken to being awake by a
Holy Spirit. So, we call New York to come into alignment with the kingdom, we declare you can
no longer rebel. And we declare let exposures as deep as their digging to discredit Donald
Trump and to destroy his kids out of New York and out of that area of the United States, we
declare let there be an exposure of the corruption that is there in that state. Let the shaking take
place and let those that become awakened by the Holy Spirit, let them rise up, come out of the
valley of decision and let their yes be a yes and their no be a no to the gates of hell. We say you

will not prevail any longer in the state of New York. We declare these things in Yeshua's name.
Amen. Amen. David, what's in your heart?
Dave Hertle: [00:43:54] Amen. Just agreeing 100% with everyone. And I just want to say this
morning in our prophetic prayer time, there was a young lady who knows nothing about the
word you brought, Clay, that you got on the 13th. But she used the-- she had a very similar word
from the Lord. But instead of the word cadence, you said there's a new cadence coming
Monday. She used the word drumroll and yet she was saying almost the same thing, especially
this new cadence begins to bring a vibration across the nation. She was saying the drum roll.
And it was so conforming to the word you brought. But also as you ended that word you said for
I'm about-- the Lord says "I'm about to increase my army", and I almost breathed a sigh of relief.
I thought, Well, maybe we'll get the B-team to come in, or maybe we'll get some substitutes,
give some people the chance to do some praying and fighting for a while. But you said, "for
every man there's a degree that he must be pushed back into the corner to finally fight, but then
seen as weak, shall now be seen as strong as the battle will intensify beginning Monday. And
I'm going, oh, my, you know, intensify. What are you talking about? But I do want to say this in
warfare, I read this: The most important moment for an army usually comes when they're totally
exhausted. And I don't believe it's just me. But multiple crisis moments with multiple urgent calls
to pray have worn us down; many of us. but he that is in us is greater than he that is in the
world. And so, we pull on the power of the Holy Spirit and we summon the strength to rise up
again and again and to stand in the gap, to see this nation continue in freedom and to see the
preaching of the Gospel continue and freedom to see the future of our children and their
children continue in freedom. So like Pat, I want to just use the state mottos to declare and to
birth. Just ignite a scripture concerning these states tonight and Alabama, you say we Dare to
Defend our rights in Jesus name. We declare you will dare to defend the rights that God has
given you and you will not be afraid of them. According to Nehemiah 4:14 You will remember the
Lord great and awesome and fight for your brethren, your sons and your daughters, your wives
and your houses, in Jesus name. And Michigan, you say your motto is "If you seek a pleasant
peninsula, look all around you." And in Jesus name we declare the Lord surrounds Michigan
with loving kindness, and that as He reformed nine and ten or nine and 11 says "there remains
therefore a rest for the state of Michigan as the people choose to honor the Lord. And Michigan
will not fall according to Israel's example of disobedience, but it will be diligent to enter into the
rest that the Lord has provided for in Jesus name." And New York, you say ever upward, and in
Jesus name we declare excellence and morals and righteous culture and righteous government

through surrender and submission to God. And according to James 4:7 we declare, New York,
as you submit to God and resist the devil, He is going to flee from your state in Jesus name.
And Texas, your motto is friendship. And we say that true friendship in Jesus is a friendship that
lays down its life for another, and you become your brother's keeper. And we thank you, Lord
that Texas, according to John 15:13, has a greater love No one than this, than to lay down their
life for their friends. And so, Lord, in Jesus name, we thank you for these states. And I agree
with my brother Jim and others and say tonight, again and again and again, we will say it:
America shall be saved even as these states are saved, in Jesus name.
Clay Nash: [00:47:42] Amen. Amen. David. Good, good finish to the call. Strong night. Our
Tuesdays are getting stronger. Our daily calls are getting stronger. I want to share from my heart
thank you for being on. I want to give you an encouraging, refreshing scripture, with it. In the
Book of Judges, chapter 8, verse 4, I'm reading from the message. It said, "Gideon and his 300
arrived at the Jordan and crossed over." I'm telling you, we are at the Jordan and we are
crossing over. But it said “they arrived at the Jordan and crossed over." They were bone tired,
but still pressing the pursuit. I'm telling you, there's a wind of refreshing that God is releasing to
the Ekklesia. we will continue to battle and we're going to see the victory come. So stay strong.
Thank you for being on. Thank all of you, hosts. Get a great night's rest. Tomorrow at 2:22 there
will be another call. Tonight’s call, we'll get the recording up just as quick as we can and the
transcript here will be ready as quick as that can be done. God bless you all.

